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Abstract

Aerodynamics Investigation of Faceted Airfoils at Low Reynolds Number

Zachary G. Napolillo

The desire and demand to fly farther and faster has progressively integrated the concept of optimization with airfoil design, resulting in increasingly complex numerical tools pursuing efficiency often at diminishing returns; while the costs and difficulty associated with fabrication increases with design complexity. Such efficiencies may often be necessary due to the power density limitations of certain aircraft such as small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and micro air vehicles (MAVs).

This research, however, focuses on reducing the complexity of airfoils for applications where aerodynamic performance is less important than the efficiency of manufacturing; in this case a Hybrid Projectile. By employing faceted sections to approximate traditional contoured wing sections it may be possible to expedite manufacturing and reduce costs.

We applied this method to the development of a low Reynolds number, disposable Hybrid Projectile requiring a 4.5:1 glide ratio, resulting in a series of airfoils which are geometric approximations to highly contoured cross-sections called ShopFoil. This series of airfoils both numerically and experimentally perform within a 10% margin of the SD6060 airfoil at low Re.

Additionally, flow visualization has been conducted to qualitatively determine what mechanisms, if any, are responsible for the similarity in performance between the faceted ShopFoil sections and the SD6060. The data obtained by these experiments did not conclusively reveal how the faceted surfaces may influence low Re flow but did indicate that the ShopFoil did not maintain flow attachment at higher angles of attack than the SD6060. Two reasons are provided for the unexpected performance of the ShopFoil: one is related to downwash effects, which are suspected of placing the outer portion of the span at an effective angle of attack where the ShopFoil outperform the SD6060; the other is the influence of the tip vortex on separation near the wing tips, which possibly provides a ‘comparative advantage’ to the ShopFoil because it has more to gain from a reduction in its pressure drag component.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The development of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has received increasing attention as the realization of expanded applications and more complex capabilities have pushed this technology into potential commercial, while still used mainly in defensive roles. Although in research phases, a subclass of UAVs, micro air vehicles (MAVs), have the potential to be employed in more diverse situations due to their small size, which may allow reduced detectability and greater maneuverability. The trade-off, from an engineering perspective, is operation at low Reynolds numbers and typically required high efficiencies due to space and weight limitations, which are vital for endurance. A particular type of MAV, a Hybrid Projectile (HP), combines the characteristics of a ballistic object and a lift-generating aircraft. Externally, an HP is configured as conventional ammunition to enable launching from available weapons platforms, while interior and exterior modifications allow deployment of remote or on-board controllable lifting surfaces to facilitate navigation and extend the range [1]. Such a design may be used for precisely delivering explosive payloads and for reconnaissance with the added possibility of mission abort capabilities, as shown in Figure 1-1.

1.1 Motivation

While work to date on Hybrid Projectiles has been somewhat limited, there has been some previous work on the design of stowable vehicles and of wing deployment mechanisms [2][3]. The following discussion examines the deliberations made in pursuance of the development of an HP, in particular, as such development relates to deriving an effective wing planform. It is at first beneficial to recognize the role which the HP is expected to fill. In this case it is one of a short-range, disposable platform operating at low Reynolds numbers, but having the maximum feasible range, endurance, and payload capacity.

Figure 1-1 Possible HP mission profile [1].
A joint consideration of these factors reveals the aerodynamic contrasts between it and traditional winged aircraft. Whereas wing planform and cross-section efficiencies are typically vital to the long-term utility of commercial and military aircraft, including most MAVs and long-range guided weapons systems, the success of the HP may not depend on such high levels of optimized performance. As a disposable platform, the HP carries with it only what it is required to accurately reach relatively close targets. While budget and time costs of airfoil optimization are generally not significant in aircraft development, this process may delay proof of concept design, and depending on operating conditions and fabrication limitations, could prove impractical. An example of this impracticality is the laminar-flow airfoil which was optimized to eliminate drag due to trailing-edge separation. The P-51 Mustang became the first real-world application for this airfoil, but never reached its optimum potential because the manufacturing methods and real-world environment did not meet the precise and polished conditions of the laboratory [4].

From the perspective of structural design the HP wing is restricted by at least three main factors: vehicle size, operating environments, and manufacturing cost and complexity. Due to the small size of the HP platform, traditional rib and spar construction would be tedious and cost prohibitive. Additionally, for the unpredictable scenarios to which it may be subjected, anisotropic materials such as printed plastics and composites might be vulnerable to failure from wing flutter, cracking, have low impact resistance, increased fabrication costs, and require specialized fabrication equipment. Isotropic materials such as Aluminum, however, are readily available, inexpensive, durable, and can easily be machined or formed using standard milling or bending equipment.

With the aerodynamic and structural requirements in mind, prototype development began with an attempt to machine a fully contoured Selig-Donovan low Reynolds number SD6060 airfoil [5][6] from stock Aluminum. This airfoil was initially chosen as it was designed for operation at low Reynolds number and as demonstrated consistent performance over a range of Reynolds numbers from 50,000 to 300,000. However, difficulties in programming a 3-axis mill to provide the accuracy necessary to reproduce this cross-section proved to be tedious and time-consuming. A reconsideration of the aerodynamic requirements led to the reasoning that approximating an airfoil shape using faceted surfaces may be sufficient to meet the desired range specifications. Further, doing so would enable easy, cost-effective machining and reduce the time to testing.
Although it is possible to reach high levels of machining precision, it comes at a cost. A precision contoured airfoil may be excessive for the HP specifications. Even if precision could be guaranteed, the example of the P-51 illustrates the potential disconnect between design, full-scale manufacturing limitations, and real-world application. Because a faceted airfoil considers fabrication and design upfront, the need for expensive tooling, machining, and systems integration may be mitigated. Benefits of a faceted structure would be lower production costs; faster production rates; increased wing ruggedness (i.e., milling allows for the use of isotropic materials, printed plastics, metals, as well as composite lay-ups are anisotropic and have greater potential for catastrophic failure, microcracking, etc.); reduced facility requirements (e.g., faceted airfoils can be produced on manual, 3-axis mills); enabling manufacturing in make-shift, resource-limited environments. Aside from potential manufacturing benefits, faceted sections may provide increased wing volume in larger scale designs for greater storage capabilities. Due to the increased cross-sectional area over airfoils of the same thickness and chord, they may also provide greater resistance to flutter and bending.

1.2 Research Objective

While faceted-type airfoils have been used previously and studied in very limited roles (see Chapter 2), the viability of faceted airfoils for use on a Hybrid Projectile and at the expected Reynolds number range is unexplored. This thesis presents the design and aerodynamic testing of a class of faceted airfoils named ShopFois. The purpose of this study was to determine whether these airfoils could adequately meet the required glide ratio of 4.5:1 for the HP platform, thus providing a rugged and easily machined wing with the desired performance. Additionally, the goal was to understand the flow characteristics of faceted airfoils at low Reynolds number. In order to determine the effectiveness of the ShopFois various 2D and 3D numerical methods are required as well as wind tunnel tests. Specifically, the objectives of this research are:

1. To rapidly test variants of the ShopFoil class in order to determine whether one of acceptable predicted performance can be created.
2. To apply these airfoils to a typical HP platform and numerically estimate their performance in simulated flight and compare that performance relative to the SD6060.
3. To gain an understanding of the realistic flow characteristics of faceted airfoils at low Reynolds numbers as well as for qualitative validation of numerical results.
These objectives were accomplished by first using XFOIL, a two-dimensional subsonic airfoil design program, to generate initial rough data regarding the potential for the proposed ShopFoil designs without expending excessive computational resources and time. Second, the variants that were predicted to be the most successful were then tested in three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations to provide closer estimates of their real-world applied performance and comparison with the performance of the SD6060 airfoil. Lastly, wind-tunnel flow visualization tests using tufts were conducted for a qualitative comparison of numerical data to reveal the causes of the ShopFoils' performance.
Chapter 2  Background

This section provides some history of various previous airfoil developments, including the use of faceted airfoils, discusses some for the key concepts behind low Reynolds number aerodynamics, and presents the concept of ShopFoil.

2.1  Airfoil History

Modern airfoil development began in the 1800’s as individuals such as Otto Lilienthal and Horatio F. Phillips derived their initial designs by studying the shape of the avian wing. It was reasoned that camber contributed to the efficient generation of lift, but due to the lack of a standardized airfoil theory the design process was relatively laborious and empirical. Phillips referred to his airfoils as 'doubled-surfaced' airfoils, shown in Figure 2-1, as the upper surface was designed with greater curvature on the top than the bottom to produce a region of lower pressure [7]. The airfoils developed by Phillips are predecessors to those used by the Wright Brothers.

Figure 2-1 Phillips's first cambered airfoil, patented in 1891 (Edited).

In 1912, the Russian Mathematician, Nikolai Joukowsky made a significant contribution to airfoil development by relating lift to circulation and procedurally using a conformal mapping, referred to as the Joukowsky Transformation, to map the streamlines from an imposed flow around a rotating cylinder to the profile of an elongated airfoil cross-section. This shape is presented in Figure 2-2, and is known as the Joukowsky Airfoil and represents one of the first implementations of 'indirect' airfoil design.

Figure 2-2 Typical Joukowsy Airfoil.
By World War I airfoils, such as the Gottingen 398 in Figure 2-3 and the Clark Y, had evolved with all the commonly recognizable contours: rounded leading-edge, camber, thickness distribution, and a sharp trailing edge. These two airfoils would later influence the thickness distribution of the NACA series [8][9].

![Figure 2-3 Gottingen 398.](image)

The development of 'thin airfoil theory' by M. Munk [10] in the early 1920s and further contributions from Herman Glauert, et al. brought about a more systematic approach to wing design [9]. Thin airfoil geometry could now be determined inversely from the required lift by calculating the net circulation around a representative mean-line. Examples include the M Sections, in honor of Munk, and some of the early NACA series, an example of the four digit series is provided in Figure 2-4. Successive advancements in inverse methods by Eastman Jacobs brought optimized laminar-flow airfoils to prominence at NACA [11] by calculating the precise pressure-gradient required to maximize laminar flow over the wing chord and backing-out the geometry from which it resulted; an inversion of Theodore Theodorsen’s direct potential-flow method for an arbitrary shape [12].

![Figure 2-4 NACA 2412.](image)

Rather than pursue the development of a new class of airfoils Richard Eppler sought to enable design through better numerical methods while working in cooperation with NASA in the 70s [13]. The result was the versatile airfoil design and analysis code PROFIL capable of both direct and inverse design methods. There are now a multitude of computational tools capable of achieving accurate results both directly and inversely, while the quantity and role of application-specific airfoils are too numerous to address in this report. However, it is useful to cover some background on faceted wing-sections.
2.2 Faceted Airfoils

Although faceted airfoils have not been in prominent use, they are not without their own history with both man-made and natural applications. One of the first uses may have been occasionally employed on return boomerangs by the Aborigines and other cultures [14]. For the Reynolds numbers experienced in boomerang flight, blunt leading and trailing edges provide beneficial flight characteristics: a blunt leading edge provides slower spin and shorter hover, whereas blunt trailing edges provide rounder flight [15]. While faceted surfaces were likely not used for the longer-range hunting boomerangs, this case provides an example of their satisfactory performance for a specialized, short-range application. The basic design of the return boomerang can be seen in Figure 2-5; note the upper surface and trailing edge.

![Figure 2-5 Faceted upper surface and trailing edge of a return boomerang.](image)

Another low Reynolds number use of faceted-type airfoil surfaces was discovered by Richard Kline and Floyd Fogleman when developed a series of “stepped” airfoils in the late 60s and 70s, shown in Figure 2-6, called Kline-Fogleman (KF) airfoils [16][17]. The cross-sections consist of a single or series of flat surfaces joined by 'steps' in the spanwise direction with the aim of trapping a vortex or series of vortices to maintain flow attachment over a wide range of attack angles. Initially designed for paper airplanes, studies conducted at NASA in 1974 revealed poor lift-to-drag ratio and that the KF airfoils offered no advantages over conventional airfoils [18]. These airfoils have since found use in Foam RC aircraft along with claims ranging from improved stall performance to increased hover abilities by hobbyists.
Perhaps the most immediately recognizable aircraft which employed faceted wings is the F-117 Night Hawk shown in Figure 2-7. The use was not to achieve particular aerodynamic or structural performance but rather to reduce radar cross-section (i.e., for stealth). While it is possible that faceted surfaces hindered the aerodynamic efficiency in this application, the design was successful, and capable of achieving high subsonic velocities (approx. 680 mph) and conducting long-range missions. Additionally, the F-117 demonstrates that rough geometries can generate battle-functional planforms, even at higher Reynolds numbers.

An additional application of these planforms is the Facetmobile, also shown in Figure 2-7. This aircraft employs an inverse Zimmerman design, which is a mix between a lifting body and a flying wing. Built by Barnaby Wainfan, Rick Dean, and Lynne Wainfan, the Facetmobile utilizes a sharp leading-edge with the aim of generating and “trapping” a vortex on the planar leading-edge surface with the intent of increasing lift coefficient through the phenomenon of ‘vortex lift’ [19]. Further benefits are addressed in a report prepared for NASA which concluded: faceted, low aspect ratio aircraft can outperform conventional aircraft: yielding high manufacturability and time savings; allowing reduced costs by eliminating the need for expensive and specialized tooling; and may be produced at half the cost of other methods [19] [20]. This supports the ShopFoil concept discussed in Section 1.2.

![F-117 Night hawk](image1)

![Facetmobile](image2)

Figure 2-7 Faceted flying-wing aircraft.
Having addressed some of the man-made uses of faceted wings, it is noted that nature has also taken advantage of these planforms, although creating more complex designs than the man made counterparts discussed above. More commonly referred to as a corrugated structure, the cross-section of a dragonfly wing is comprised of multiple faceted surfaces, which offers structural rigidity and low Reynolds number ($1000 \leq \text{Re}_c \leq 10,000$) aerodynamic benefits compared to streamlined airfoils. The corrugation of these wings form spanwise channels which trap vortices; aiding in the prevention of flow separation and stall by acting as “turbulators” for quickly transitioning the boundary layer from laminar to turbulent [21]. These vortices also alter the effective profile depending on angle of attack, in effect, providing a morphing airfoil [22]. Refer to Figure 2-8 for flow visualization displaying these effects.

![Figure 2-8 Dragonfly wing and captured vorticity [23].](image)

These examples demonstrate that faceted surfaces, if properly designed, are capable of performing over a wide-range of Reynolds numbers, while potentially delivering unique properties such as specialized aerodynamic benefits, structural rigidity, cost-savings, simplified and expedited manufacturing, and although not the goal of ShopFoil even radar avoidance (assuming properly calculated geometries).
2.3 Low Reynolds Aerodynamics

The optimal shape of an airfoil depends largely on the required size and speed at which it travels and is referred to as scale effect, and is characterized by the Reynolds number, $Re$ (a function of $\rho$, $u$, $c$, and $\mu$). Low Reynolds number airfoils generally operate in the range of $10^2$ to $10^5$, and include insects, birds, model aircraft, UAVs and MAVs. Larger aircraft such as human powered, general aviation, commercial transports, and military aircraft operate in the range of $10^5$ to $10^9$. The differences in airfoil shape at low Reynolds number are most notable in a transition region of about 70,000 which is shown in Figure 2-9. Below this the most effective airfoils have rough surfaces such as the case of the Dragonfly, but above this value of the Reynolds number smooth airfoils begin to dominate lift-to-drag efficiencies [24].

![Figure 2-9](image)

Figure 2-9 Maximum lift-to-drag ratio comparison for smooth and rough airfoils from McMasters [25].

The area of low Reynolds number aerodynamics is still relatively unexplored as most modern research and application has focused on large-scale wings; however, UAV and MAV development have recently increased efforts in this area. Despite the need for further investigation there a few key aspects of flows in this regime which are of important consideration. Because the low Reynolds number flow regime occurs prior to the point of the laminar-turbulent transition, the flows are most often laminar.

For Reynolds numbers below 30,000 airfoils at relatively high angles of attack have a problem overcoming the adverse pressure gradients as their boundary layers remain laminar. Between $Re_c$ numbers 30,000 and 70,000 airfoils can be subject to laminar separation, and transitioning of the shear layer to turbulent flow; thus hysteresis is common, but this effect is affected by airfoil thickness. However, at the lower end of this range the chord length is generally not long enough for attachment to occur due to the tendency of the detached shear layer to remain laminar. Above the transition region of $Re_c=70,000$ and below 200,000, laminar flow can be maintained over a large percentage of the chord, bringing performance improvement [26].
The formation of laminar bubbles, such as that shown schematically in Figure 2-10, is dependent on the chord length of the airfoil where the resulting bubble may be long or short. At higher Reynolds numbers, on the order of $10^5$, a short bubble is likely to form at lower angles of attack and for lower numbers in this region a long bubble can form. However a short bubble can 'burst' to become a long bubble if the pressure gradient becomes too strong [24].

![Figure 2-10](image)

**Figure 2-10 Two-dimensional laminar short bubble formation [27].**

### 2.4 ShopFoil Generation and Design

In order to illustrate a basic type of form which a faceted airfoil may take, consider the geometry for the ShopFoil family of sections as illustrated in Figure 2-11. The stock which forms the wing blank starts as a rectangular cross-section (denoted by the black border), and the leading-edge is then rounded using a standard concave mill end. The remaining steps of the ShopFoil shape are based on relatively simple cuts which can be made using a 3-axis mill. The top surface of the geometry consists of surfaces one, two, three, and four. Surface one, two, and three are produced through three angled face cuts, represented by $\beta_1$, $\beta_2$, and $\beta_3$. The $y_3$ parameter fixes the height of surface three, fully defining the geometry. It is the distance from the intersection of the line collinear with surface 3 and the right vertical edge to the midpoint of that edge. Surface four is the remaining edge of the initial rectangular geometry after the angled face cuts are made. The resulting vertices connecting each surface are then moderately filleted. Each ShopFoil is named according to a specified pattern to code in the particular geometry. For example, if $\beta_1 = 15^\circ$, $\beta_2 = 12^\circ$, $\beta_3 = 6^\circ$, and $y_3 = 10$, the naming convention would follow as SF15126_10. The beta angles and $y_3$ set the rules for each instance of the ShopFoil class.
A potential area for improvement in this method lies in the geometrical rules presented in the ShopFoil schematic. Airfoil coordinates have widely been presented non-dimensionally so that they can be applied to varying wing size; this is not the case in this instance. Although it seemed reasonable at the time, the $y_3$ rule which fixes the height of the tangent line to the $\beta_3$ surface also fixes the chord length of the airfoil, requiring adjustment for alternate sizing. This naming convention has been altered in recent work to make the geometry nondimensional.
Chapter 3  Procedure

The following chapter covers the details regarding the procedure for producing satisfactory ShopFoil. However, a general overview of the numerical testing proceeded can be expressed as follows: 1.) establishing a sample of varying ShopFoil planforms; 2.) rapidly generating 2D data using XFOIL; 3.) assuming acceptable preliminary performance, test a selection of the exceptional planforms in 2D CFD to verify XFOIL data; and 4.) simulating flight in 3D CFD.

3.1  Test Matrix

A ShopFoil test matrix was chosen according to the rules defined in Section 2.4 with varying angles: $\beta_1 = 15^\circ - 25^\circ$ in $5^\circ$ increments, $\beta_2 = 12^\circ$ or $15^\circ$, and $\beta_3 = 6^\circ$ or $8^\circ$, providing twenty-six initial geometries. Coordinates for each of these twenty-six sections were generated using an Excel spreadsheet which distributed points along each of the rule-derived airfoil geometries. Utilizing a test matrix allows for a streamlined trial and error means to determine which angle combinations are most effective. This is not unlike the basic premise behind an evolutionary algorithm, where the population field is initialized with a varying set of characteristics. Here those characteristics are the surface angles.

However, this process does not involve the iterative optimization in such algorithms as the goal is only to find an airfoil which is “good enough”. Figure 3-1 provides both a comparison between some of the cross-sections which will be discussed in this thesis as well as two examples of ShopFoil geometries which have been produced: the SD6060 formed the basis of performance target for our present design, the SF0012 is one of the first ShopFoil designs, it is a symmetric section which was rejected due to poor performance, and the SF15126_10 and SF25158_25 which are further discussed in this paper.

Figure 3-1 Comparison of ShopFoil geometries with an SD6060.
3.2 XFOIL

The initial field of twenty-six ShopFoils were narrowed to six using XFOIL [28], a subsonic airfoil design program. XFOIL was chosen because it is capable of both inviscid and viscous formulations as well as estimating boundary-layer growth and separation; it allows for quick run-times; and is available under the GNU General Public License—it is “free”. To understand why a program such as XFOIL is well-suited for this stage of the ShopFoil design process, consider that we were able to process angle of attack sweeps for twenty-six geometries at four Reynolds numbers on a single desktop computer in only a few hours, while obtaining reasonably accurate lift prediction and qualitative comparisons. The same process with CFD would likely have taken weeks or months.

To the author’s knowledge, there are no previous examples of XFOIL or numerical methods being employed to determine the flow characteristics for the types of rough, geometrical approximations under consideration. For this reason, the role of XFOIL was limited to providing rapid and useful qualitative data by which the ShopFoil test matrix could be reduced, l/d and $c_{l\alpha}$ plots for Re of 50,000, 100,000, 150,000, and 200,000 for the estimation stall angle and zero-lift angle. Additionally, the SD6060 was chosen as a target performance standard due to its known consistency across the same low Re range. Six of the airfoils which could most closely met this target were down-selected.

3.3 Two-dimensional CFD

With the field of ShopFoils narrowed, testing continued with two-dimensional CFD for further comparison with the SD6060. The implementation of CFD was intended to provide greater flow detail, potentially revealing any exceptionally negative or positive flow characteristic effects which XFOIL was incapable of providing. The process for conducting the two-dimensional computational test began with the generation of a C-grid mesh in ICEM, of which an example is provided in Figure 3-2 below. Initially, a coarse mesh consisting of approximately 10,000 nodes was created followed by a grid independence check.

![Figure 3-2 Two-dimensional C-grid mesh for the SF15126_10.](image)
The meshes, having a \( y^+ < 1 \), were loaded into Fluent’s two-dimensional solver and run with the \( \kappa \omega \)-SST turbulence model with default settings aside from the setting for the turbulence intensity and viscosity ratio which was set to 1%. Previous application of the \( \kappa \omega \)-SST model at this Re range has demonstrated accurate lift prediction at the possible expense of drag over-estimation [2]. The tests were conducted at a Reynolds number of 120,000 for angle of attack increments of 2° between -6° and 12°.

### 3.4 Three-dimensional CFD

With the two-dimensional numerical tests suggesting satisfactory potential, three-dimensional modeling was sought to estimate how the most promising ShopFoil\( s \) would perform in application. The candidates were out-fitted on a tail-less low-Re, HP platform with a rectangular wing with a body-inclusive aspect ratio of 8, having no taper or sweep, zero twist, an incidence angle of approximately 9.5°, and dihedral angle of 6°. The body diameter is a relatively large percentage of the span. It was modeled in ICEM using a fully-structured mesh consisting of 2.5 million nodes, shown in Figure 3-3, with all surfaces of the hybrid model having a \( y^+ < 1 \). As in the two-dimensional tests, the \( \kappa \omega \)-SST model [29] was used and the meshes were then run with Fluent’s three-dimensional solver at Re of 120,000 over body angle of attack range from -6° to 4° in 2° increments. Prior to any extensive testing, a grid independence study was conducted, the results of which are provided in Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5.

![Figure 3-3 HP frontal (left) and portside (right) mesh profile.](image)
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Figure 3-4 HP drag grid independence check.

Figure 3-5 HP lift grid independence check.
3.5 **ShopFoil Flow Visualization**

As a continuation of the *ShopFoil* research project, wind tunnel tests of a hybrid model discussed in Chapter 4 indicated that a particular section actually outperformed the SD6060, in addition to the CFD simulation results supporting the comparable performance of the these two sections. Within the scope of the work presented in this paper, a continuation of these experiments proceeded in the form of further wind tunnel tests to provide qualitative information on the flow characteristics of the SD6060 and *ShopFoil* wing-sections in the form of flow visualization utilizing tufts.

Four sections were chosen for comparison: SD6060, SF20158_20, SF25128_20, and SF25128_25. These airfoils were fabricated with foam and fiberglass composite. A foam core was cut from SpyderFoam using a hotwire foam cutter and laser-cut wing-section templates. These templates were replicas of the geometry from the SolidWorks design files. The foam cores were then covered in fiberglass/resin composite and end-plates attached on either side to maintain two-dimensional flow. These models were not measured for accuracy; however, they are cut from exact replicas of the CAD models and were determined to be sufficient for the purposes of these experiments.

A side-mount sting was constructed which allowed angle-of-attack adjustments in 1° increments. The sections were mounted on the sting and adjusted to zero according to the wind-tunnel horizontal. A chordwise row of vertical and horizontal tufts were placed at the half-span of each section. Each of these sections were tested at Reynolds numbers of 50,000, 100,000, and 150,000 for angles of attack from 0° to 20° with a camera mounted in the horizontal position to capture tuft motion for each case. A flow angle measurement was not taken for the purposes of this comparative study; however, the WVU subsonic wind tunnel can see down-drafts up to 2° or 3°.
Chapter 4 Numerical Results

The results presented here cover the computational methods employed on the ShopFoil while comparing the performance of ShopFoil geometry with the SD6060 airfoil. In addition, three dimensional CFD and experimental data are presented and discussed.

4.1 XFOIL

The role of the XFOIL code was to determine whether the faceted airfoil design was worth pursuing on the HP platform and to narrow the twenty-four ShopFoil candidates according to predicted performance for further testing. However, XFOIL has been shown to be capable of relatively accurate lift predictions at this Reynolds number. XFOIL data and two-dimensional CFD data using the ω-SST model for the SD6060, collected by the author, is provided in comparison with the experimental data for the SD6060 collected by C. Fox at Reₜ=150,000 in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2. XFOIL’s lift prediction is within 5-10% at higher angles of attack up to α_{stall}. Overall, XFOIL’s lift to drag predictions for the SD6060 follow the general trend of the experimental data with some drag under-estimation between 0° and 7°.

![Graph comparing SD6060 numerical and experimental lift-curve comparison for Reₜ=150,000 (CFD Reₜ=120,000).](image)

Figure 4-1 SD6060 numerical and experimental lift-curve comparison for Reₜ=150,000 (CFD Reₜ=120,000).
In the plots of Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 the performance of an SF25158_20 and an SF15126_10 are compared with the SD6060 from XFOIL data. These two ShopFoils are representative of the two extremes; those which have been omitted performed within the upper bounds of the former and lower bounds of the later. The presentation of the available data at all Reynolds numbers is not of benefit for the purpose of this section, thus only the data at the chord Reynolds of 150,000 is shown.

Figure 4-2 Numerical and experimental lift-to-drag comparison at Re=120,000 (CFD Re=150,000).

Figure 4-3 XFOIL lift coefficient plots (Re=150,000).
The lower-end ShopFoils represented by the SF15126_10 were marked by convergence problems, such as those from 4° to 7°, lower stall angles, and relatively poor lift-to-drag performance. Both the discontinuities and l/d were assumed to be the result of separation issues. The higher-end of the ShopFoils, such as the SF25158_20, were generally “well-behaved” in XFOIL. The lift-curve slope in Figure 4-3 shows a smooth and steady increase in lift which exceeds the lift coefficient of the SD6060 until about 12°. The convergence issues experienced with the SF15126_10 were not present, indicating that separation may be less likely. Further, the lift-to-drag performance shown in Figure 4-4 is closer to the SD6060 which can be attributed to increased lift and lower drag. For example, the maximum lift-to-drag predicted for the S25158_20 occurs at approximately 4° with a value of l/d_{max} approximately 43, whereas the same performance mark for the SF15126_10 occurs at 4° with an approximate value of 36. Relative to the l/d_{max} of the SD6060 (approximately 61 at 5.5°), this represents a difference of 29% and 41% respectively.

There are a couple characteristics of the ShopFoils that are important to take away from these results: peak and low angle-of-attack lift generation exceeds that of the SD6060 (which will be shown to be consistent throughout all numerical testing in subsequent sections); and that while the lift-to-drag performance does not appear at this stage to be equivalent to the SD6060, at lower angles of attack it is within 10-15%. Based on the results provided by XFOIL five ShopFoils were down-selected for further analysis using CFD: the SF25158_20, SF25128_25, SF25126_10, SF20158_20, and SF20128_25.
4.2 Two-Dimensional CFD

After narrowing the most promising SF candidates with XFOIL, more accurate comparisons with the SD6060 were sought using CFD. Along with the down-selected ShopFoils, a SF15126_10 was chosen in order to provide some idea of XFOIL’s ability to qualitatively distinguish between the performance characteristics of these airfoils; it was considered that XFOIL may provide misleading data, potentially due to the limitations of its methods.

Two-dimensional CFD runs for these airfoils were conducted from -6° to 12° in 2° increments at a Re number of 120,000 (corresponding to a velocity of 60 m/s). To get an idea of the accuracy of the kω-SST model refer to Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2. The lift predictions accurately compare with experiment while drag is over-predicted. All the ShopFoils achieve a higher $c_l$ than the SD6060 at lower angels of attack, each demonstrating similar performance over this region. Except for the SF15126_10 and SF20128, the remaining ShopFoils reach their lift peak between 9° and 10°. The SF25158_20, again, achieves a peak $c_l$ of approximately 1.1, while the SF15126_10 doesn't quite reach the above a $c_l$ of 1 as XFOIL suggests. Overall, however, this data is consistent with that provided by XFOIL.

![Two-dimensional CFD section lift coefficient plots (Re = 120,000).](image)

The l/d plot in Figure 4-6 is also of interest as it suggests similar trends between CFD and the XFOIL results in Figure 4-4. The SF15126_10 is the obvious poor performer reaching a maximum l/d of 28.5 at around 2° whereas the best performer among the ShopFoils is predicted to be the SF25126_10 with an l/d of 35 at twice the angle of attack. The SD6060 for comparison achieves an l/d of 37, leaving an approximate 5% difference between it and the SF25126_10.
Considering the data globally, what becomes obvious is the overall under-performance in l/d in comparison to that predicted by XFOIL. The l/d$_{\text{max}}$ for the SF25158_20 predicted by XFOIL was 43. The data in Figure 4-6 suggests that both the SF25126_10 and the SD6060 outperform the SF25158_20, but neither achieve an l/d of 43; the SD6060 certainly does not achieve the XFOIL predicted value of 61, nor even the more conservative experimental values of 57 obtained at Re of 200,000 and 43 at Re of 100,000. This isn't surprising, however, since as noted in a previous section, the κω-SST model has been found to provide accurate lift predictions at the expense of drag over-estimation.

Taking the data as provided requires making the assumption that any potential under-reporting of lift-to-drag affects both the ShopFoils and the SD6060 equally. For the purposes of this study, that assumption was made. The result of this suggests that the top-performing ShopFoils, although having their l/d$_{\text{max}}$ at a lower angle-of-attack, may be within 5-10% of the SD6060.
4.3 Three-dimensional CFD

With two-dimensional CFD indicating that ShopFoil potentially performs within 10% of the SD6060 in reference to L/D, testing proceeded with the tail-less body geometry shown in Figure 3-3 to verify the three-dimensional, low Re flight characteristics of these faceted planforms. Recall that the angle of attack presented in Figure 4-7 is the body-angle, where the wing incidence angle is 9.6°, and that the coefficients present are fuselage-diameter referenced.

![Figure 4-7 Three-dimensional CFD plots of lift coefficient (Coefficients are body-referenced and $Re_c=120,000$).](image)

Considering first the data in Figure 4-7 it can be seen that the ShopFoil geometries show superior performance to the SD6060 in lift generation showing consistent low angle-of-attack performance with the previous XFOIL and two-dimensional CFD data. The lift peak for the SF15126_10 and SF20128 occur at a wing angle of attack corresponding to approximately 9° with the other sections reaching their maximum lift coefficients at $\alpha = 11°$. While this data is consistent with previous numerical results from a qualitative perspective, there are noticeable quantitative differences.
Figure 4-8 Three-dimensional CFD lift-to-drag plots (Coefficients are body-referenced and $Re_c=120,000$).

The lift-to-drag plots in Figure 4-8 suggest that the SF25158_20, SF25128_25, and SF25126_10 perform equivalently or better than the SD6060-equipped body with the SF20158_20 relatively close. According to the three-dimensional data, certain ShopFoil sections could potentially perform similarly to the SD6060 planform within the same angle of attack range. When comparing these results with the XFOIL and two-dimensional CFD results in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-6, respectively, it is apparent that the data is in contrast as the two-dimensional data suggests that the best ShopFoil are producing $L/D_{\text{max}}$ within a margin of 15% but at lower angles-of-attack. It seems as though there is some kind of three-dimensional effect which is responsible for this shift in $L/D$.

### 4.4 Experimental Data

In addition to the three dimensional CFD simulations, experimental data was collected for the same winged-body and wing planform in alternate project using the down-selected ShopFoil geometries. It is noted in Figure 4-9 for comparison with the CFD results and because it served as the impetus for the wind tunnel flow visualization experiments presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Noting that the Reynolds numbers differ, the $L/D$ plots demonstrate similar behavior to the simulation results. The SF15126 is presented here and has been shown in two-dimensional and three-dimensional numerical testing to be of relatively poor performance compared to the most effective ShopFoil geometries. However, this data suggests it may outperform the SD6060 at low angles of attack, while operating within 10-20% at higher angles of attack. As is suggested in the data of Figure 4-8, the performance of the SF15126 diverges from the SD6060 around $\alpha=0^\circ$. 
4.5 Numerical Testing Summary

The key points that can be taken from the two and three dimensional numerical results are as follows:

- The three numerical approaches consistently indicate that the ShopFoil sections generate more lift than the SD6060, while generally producing more drag at higher angels of attack.
- In three-dimensional simulations, the L/D advantage of the SD6060 is not present in comparison to certain ShopFoils (e.g., SF25158, 20). This implies some effect which is not present in two-dimensional flow or possibly the inability of the model to accurately predict the performance of these sections.
- The numerical results seem to suggest that particular ShopFoil designs can perform comparably to the SD6060 at the tested Reynolds number and also meet the glide ratio requirement of 4.5:1.
- Experimental results for the SF15126 are comparable to the three-dimensional simulations.

Figure 4-9 Experimental lift-to-drag data for the winged projectile (Reₐ ≈ 80,000).
Chapter 5  Wind-Tunnel Flow Visualization

The impetus for the flow visualization experiments stems from the three-dimensional CFD results and experimental lift and drag data presented in Figure 4-9, which indicated that particular ShopFoil sections potentially performed equivalently to the SD6060 and possibly maintained flow attachment at higher angles of attack. Experience would imply that this is an unexpected result due to the fact that the SD6060 has been optimized for performance at these Reynolds numbers, whereas the faceted sections of ShopFoil do not follow traditional airfoil contouring which prevents separation via pressure gradient manipulation. Thus, they would be expected to underperform. The intention here is to determine what mechanism if any may be responsible for the level of performance indicated by experiment and also that which was noted in the three-dimensional lift-to-drag plots of Figure 4-8.

The experimental results discussed here provide qualitative comparisons of the flow characteristics among four airfoils: the SD6060, SF20158_20, SF 25128_25, and SF25158_20. For this section discussion is limited mainly to the SF25158_20 and SD6060 for a Reynolds number of 150,000 and specified angles-of-attack. This was done because there are no significant visible qualitative differences in the fundamental aerodynamic behavior of the various ShopFoil to illustrate, nor many substantive differences between Reynolds numbers. The SF25158_20, however, did maintain flow attachment a degree or two beyond that of the SF20158_20 and the SF25128_25, and as a result appeared to more closely match the characteristics of the SD6060 – which is the justification for the direct comparison in this section.

5.1 Comparison at α=10°

The first comparison begins at α = 10° as shedding can be visibly seen by the motion of the tufts at the trailing edge of the SD6060 and SF25158_20 in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2 respectively, while at lower angles of attack the flow remains attached and there is little to compare. As this is only a qualitative comparison there is no way to definitively state differences in magnitude for the shedding of these airfoils. However, from the images it can be noted that the shedding is beginning at about the two-thirds chord location, perhaps a bit later for the SD6060. In both cases there does not appear to be any indication of separation bubbles formed through reattachment. Neither the vertical nor the more traditionally positioned tufts in Figure 5-2 indicate any phenomenon other than attached stream-wise flow at the leading edge and shedding toward the trailing edge.
5.2 Comparison at $\alpha=16^\circ$

The second comparison is at an angle-of-attack of $16^\circ$. Considering the behavior of the tufts in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4, the separation has advanced to near the 50% chord and the shedding is more pronounced. There is no sign of an attached recirculation on either the SD6060 or any of the surfaces of the SF25158_20. The shedding appears to have a dominant streamwise component which may indicate that it is not composed of large-scale laminar eddies as appears to be the predicted state in the CFD.
5.3 *Comparison at $\alpha=18^\circ$*

Upon reaching eighteen degrees angle-of-attack the flow over the aft portion of the SD6060 detached yet formed a periodically steady long separation bubble as shown in Figure 5-5. This is evidenced by the last three tufts which are aligned upstream. The SF25158_20 experienced full separation and unstable recirculation indicated by the tufts rapidly shifting from stream-wise to upstream direction.
Figure 5-5 SD6060 undergoing reattachment at 18°. (Re_c =150,000)

Figure 5-6 SF25158_20 experiencing full separation and recirculation at 18°. (Re_c =150,000)

The experimental data for the SD6060 at Re_c =150,000 presented in Figure 4-3 is in disagreement with the the wind tunnel data provided by the tufts in Figure 5-5. The data collected by Fox indicates that α_stall occurs at approximately 14°, whereas the tufts in the figures above show that the SD6060 has not completely reached stall at 18°. It is possible that downwash is present in the WVU subsonic wind tunnel. If this is significant it could explain the discrepancy. However, this should be generally the same for each of the airfoils presented in this section.
5.4 Experimental Flow Visualization Summary

This chapter of experimental flow visualization focused on comparing two airfoils: the SD6060 and the SF25158_20. The results can be summed-up as follows:

- Up to the point of stall, the SF25158_20 does not display a qualitatively significant difference from the SD6060 in regards to the location of its chord-wise separation location.
- Tufts do not indicate that the SF25158_20 is able to maintain attachment beyond that of the SD6060, either by use of laminar separation bubbles like that of the dragon fly wing nor through inducing early turbulent transition.
- Tufts show the periodic formation of a long-bubble on the trailing-edge of the SD6060.
- Although not outperforming the SD6060, the ability of the SF25158_20 to maintain similar attachment through the leading edge and mid-chord up to point of stall is of interest because the SD6060 has been contoured for inducing the preferred pressure gradients for maintaining attachment at low Reynolds.
- A mechanism for this is not immediately apparent with tufts. There is no apparent leading-edge circulation maintaining leading-edge attachment, and the possibility of turbulence generation in the boundary-layer is irresolvable without alternate methods. The possibility also exists that at low Reynolds the ShopFoil shape is generating the necessary pressure gradient to maintain attachment without the need for a turbulent trip or separation bubble.
- Despite the uncertainty as to the physical mechanism, the ability of the SF25158_20 to maintain attachment in addition to its inherent high lift capabilities may allow it to outperform the SD6060 experimentally.
Chapter 6  Comparing CFD and Experimental Flow Visualization

The κω-SST turbulence model has demonstrated its ability to accurately predict lift in low Reynolds flows. Here a qualitative comparison will be made of the air flow predicted by the two-dimensional CFD runs and that which was observed in experiment through the use of tufts.

6.1 Leading-edge separation bubble

An interesting effect which was noticed among all the ShopFoils tested in CFD was the presence of a small separation bubble at the leading-edge at a Reynolds number of 120,000, which is shown in Figure 6-1. A similar separation bubble was also documented for the NACA 0009 using the same κω-SST model and settings at low Reynolds [2]. This bubble formed numerically at all tested angles-of-attack presented in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6.

![Separation bubble at leading-edge of ShopFoils](image)

Figure 6-1 Separation bubble at leading-edge of SF15126_10, SF25158_20, and SD6060. (Re = 120,000)
The ShopFoils in Figure 6-1 a) and b) both demonstrate a leading-edge laminar separation bubble, here at $\alpha = 6^\circ$, but are not limited to this angle. The flow around the SD6060 in c) does not form a bubble at 6°, however, one does form at 10°. It can be noted that the steeper leading-edge angle of 25° on the SF25158_20 in b) forms a smaller bubble than the shallower angle of 15° in c). This seems intuitive as the flow coming around the small radius leading-edge on the SF25158_20 requires a smaller turn to maintain attachment. The leading-edge bubble may play some role in effective shape as is the case with the dragonfly wing, if so, proper “tuning” of this leading-edge angle ($\beta_1$) may yield beneficial results.

However, the formation of a short laminar bubble near the leading-edge has been well documented as discussed in Chapter 2. Thus, it is not exceptionally surprising to see this phenomenon develop numerically. Whether the bubbles present on the ShopFoils result from the same physical phenomenon as typical laminar short bubbles on other airfoils at low Reynolds number or are simply the result of geometry cannot be determined.

According to the flow visualization there seem to be cases for each airfoil at a $Re_c$ of 50,000 for which there is the possibility of a laminar bubble. At the leading edge of the SF20158_20 shown in Figure 6-2 there appears to be a change in the behavior of the tuft from 12° to 14°. Once the angle of attack changes the second tuft acts as though chord-wise flow has halted. This could indicate the presence of a weak laminar short bubble on the leading edge. Images do reveal some movement of this tuft, however, it is minor. A similar phenomenon occurred for the SF25128_25 at the same Reynolds number.

![Figure 6-2 Leading edge comparison of SF20158_20 at 12° (left) and 14° (right). (Re_c =50,000)](image)
As Reynolds numbers increased to 100,000 and 150,000 these effects seemed to disappear which is indicated by the tufts in Figure 6-3. The tufts on the SF25158_20 in this image are aligned with the free-stream and not displaying any signs of a circulating region the leading-edge. The photo in Figure 6-3 was taken at a Reynolds number of 150,000 and α=10°, although photos at 100,000 and 50,000 at all angles-of-attack corroborate this finding. The lack of visible evidence in this case does not, however, rule-out the possibility that such a region is not physical as it may be too small or too weak to entrain the tufts. This evidence does seem to suggest that any global or leading-edge flow influence by a laminar bubble is minimal, if not negligible, at these larger Reynolds numbers.

![Figure 6-3 Tufts at the leading-edge of an SF25158_20 aligned with free-stream (Re_c = 150,000).](image)

**6.2 Separation: onset and progression**

Another important factor is how well the κω-SST model is able to model the progression and manner of separation as this will directly affect the reliability of lift and drag results. Experimental data indicates the CFD model represents the flow characteristics relatively accurately as far as the separation point is concerned up to about 10°. Experimental flow visualization using tufts for the SF25158_20 at 10° in Figure 6-4 indicates that the flow remains attached until the location of the β₃, or approximately the 50% chord location.
A zoom-in of the tufts at the trailing edge of the SF25158_20 is provided in Figure 6-5. The range of motion (envelope) of the tufts is highlighted with the red brackets and does not appear to involve any periodic reversed flow, as would be the case in laminar shedding, but is mostly aligned with the free-stream.
The two-dimensional velocity vector plots in Figure 6-6 shows very similar results; aside from the very small separation region from Figure 6-1, the flow remains attached through the leading edge up to the mid-chord with separation starting at β₃ (approximately 60% chord).

Figure 6-6 Two-dimensional velocity vector plots for SF25158_20 at 10° (Reₐ = 120,000).

Considering the nature of the separation predicted by the κω-SST model in Figure 6-7, it can be seen that the separation results in the periodic shedding of vortex structures with a size on the order of the airfoil thickness. Contrasting this with the experimental results in Figure 6-5, which do not indicate the presence of any vortex structures of such scale being shed from the trailing edge, there appears to be consistency regarding the point of separation but not in form. The experimental evidence seems to suggest turbulent shedding.
Beyond this angle of attack there is little correlation between the κω-SST model and experiment. To demonstrate this, refer to Figure 6-8 and notice that the point of separation occurs just after the leading-edge at the $\beta_1$ angle. Additionally, there is an attached reverse flow along the entire upper surface and large-scale laminar shedding up to the point of separation. However, in Figure 6-9 the separation point is nearly indistinguishable from that at 10° in Figure 6-4, as flow attachment is maintained from the leading-edge to the $\beta_2$. There is no evidence of an attached recirculation zone nor does there appear to be large-scale laminar shedding.

However, as noted in Chapter 5, the WVU subsonic tunnel has been noted to occasionally have a downwash component, recorded as high as -3°. Additionally, the wind tunnel has a real turbulence intensity component, which has been measured in by previous experimenters to be around 2%, and could potentially affect the separation angle of attack. The CFD model on the other hand, has a numerical turbulence intensity of 1%. Whether or not this is a factor in the discrepancy has been left to future research.
These differences and similarities are not isolated to the ShopFoil sections but similar behavior also occurs with the SD6060 as will be shown in Figure 6-10 through Figure 6-13. Proceeding in similar fashion as above for the SF25158_20, the CFD and experimental data will be compared at only 12° to illustrate their disagreement and to avoid redundancy. Flow visualization for the SD6060 at 12° is provided in Figure 6-10 and shows that attachment is maintained for at least 50% of the chord length as the majority of the shedding occurs toward the trailing edge. The magnitude and extent of the shedding is more clearly evident in the zoom-in photo of Figure 6-11 and again highlighted in red showing the range of the motion. As with the SF25158_20 the motion does not seem to indicate any periodic shedding of large laminar vortices but rather small-scale motion.
Comparing this with the numerical results in Figure 6-12 it can be seen that the κω-SST model indicates that separation has progressed passed the 50% chord location, there is a backflow region at the airfoil surface proceeding from the trailing-edge to the point of separation and large-scale vortex shedding shown in Figure 6-13.
6.3 **Summary**

- There appears to be some experimental evidence for the laminar separation bubble predicted by the $\kappa\omega$-SST model and literature at the leading-edge of the *ShopFoil* s at a Re of 50,000, but this effect does not extend to the higher Re of 100,000 and 150,000. It also does not appear to induce any beneficial flow qualities.
- The $\kappa\omega$-SST model is qualitatively similar to the flow visualization data for both the SD6060 and SF25158_20 in regards to attachment up to approximately 10°.
- At around 12° the CFD turbulence model appears to over-predict stall progression for both types of airfoils.
- The experimental data suggests turbulent shedding for both foils whereas the turbulence model predicts shedding in the form of large-scale eddies.
Chapter 7 Resolution of ShopFoil Performance

The aim of this chapter is to provide a potential explanation for the predicted performance of the ShopFoil, both in the CFD results of Figure 4-8 and the experimental results. Experimental data for the ShopFoil sections does not suggest that a mechanism such as laminar separation bubbles nor structural-effective turbulent trips are acting to maintain attachment beyond that of the SD6060; thereby causing better performance.

Recall, however, that there was a discrepancy in the two-dimensional and three-dimensional numerical lift-to-drag plots. This seemed to hint that the performance difference was related to three-dimensional effects. As was noted, experimental data also confirmed the similar performance of these airfoils. While the comparisons of Chapter 6 indicated some differences between the experimental and numerical results, it was also concluded that attachment was predicted relatively accurately up to 10° and that the divergence from the experimental results was consistent across both the ShopFoil and SD6060. Therefore, the numerical results along with finite wing theory will be consulted to further understand this phenomenon.

There are a few fundamental concepts regarding finite wing theory which are useful for understanding the reason for these results and it may be beneficial to provide a quick review before proceeding; so, this chapter will be presented as part literature review, part results, and part conclusions.

7.1 Finite Wing Theory

The fundamental relationship between the lift generated at any location on a wing and the local circulation is provided by the Kutta-Joukowski Theorem:

\[ L(y) = \rho \infty U \infty \Gamma(y) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7-1)

From Lanchester-Prandtl’s Lifting-line theory the span-wise lift distribution is represented by a system of bound vortex filaments; "at any span-wise location \( y \), the sum of the strengths of the vortex filaments in the bundle at that station is \( \Gamma(y) \). When the lift changes at some span-wise location \([i.e., \Delta L(y)]\), the total strength of the bound vortex system changes proportionally \([i.e., \Delta \Gamma(y)]\)[31][32]." Additionally, according to a particular vortex theorem of Helmholtz, a vortex cannot end in the fluid. It must form a closed path, end at a boundary, or go to infinity.
For a finite wing there exists neither a boundary at which the circulation may end nor a surface about which to maintain circulation in the span-wise direction out to infinity, thus a continuous closed-loop is formed back to the starting location through the stream-wise shedding of the bound vortex. Any incremental change in the strength of the bound vortex system implies the shedding of a vortex equal in strength to $\Delta \Gamma(y)$ in the stream-wise direction where,

$$\Delta \Gamma = \frac{d\Gamma}{dy} \Delta y$$ \hspace{1cm} (7-2)

For a finite wing represented by a lifting-line, the span-wise loss in circulation results in the shedding of two stream-wise, counter-rotating vortices at each wing-tip. These vortices induce a downward velocity component aft of the wing called downwash which adds to the free-stream velocity vector $V_{ce}$. The result is an altered flow direction by an angle $\alpha_i$, the induced angle. This effect is illustrated in Figure 7-1. Downwash affects the angle of attack which is seen by each section of the wing, progressively reducing the effective angle of attack out to the wing tip. The effective angle of attack is given by

$$\alpha_{eff} = \alpha - \alpha_i$$ \hspace{1cm} (7-3)

Figure 7-1 Effect of downwash on angle of attack.
The rate of span-wise shedding and thus the downwash profile depends on the shape of the wing planform. Consider a rectangular wing; ideally, such a planform would see no loss in local circulation until reaching the tip where lift abruptly drops to zero and result in no loss of lift effectiveness across the span. Of course, this does not occur in reality as there is an interrelation between the effects of downwash and span-wise lift distribution; downwash reduces the lift toward the tip. However, the vortex shedding for a rectangular planform is still concentrated near the tips and thus the downwash profile is also greatest at the wing tips, as is shown in Figure 7-2 (c).

![Figure 7-2 Downwash profiles for assorted wing planforms [33].](image)

This tendency of rectangular wings to produce the greatest downwash toward the end of the wing is directly related to stall progression of these planforms, which begins at the root and moves toward the tips. For a rectangular wing of a given cross-section at angle of attack the center of the wing is the only portion which is experiencing the geometrical or true angle of attack and thus is the closest at any time to reaching the section $C_{l_{\text{max}}}$. Proceeding down the span toward the tip, each section along the way is progressively seeing the smaller effective angle of attack and necessarily lags the center section in reaching $C_{l_{\text{max}}}$; with the largest reduction in effective attack angle occurring near the tip. The stall progression of a rectangular wing can be seen in the photo of the surface oil flow in Figure 7-3.
Figure 7-3 Oil flow of stall progression for a finite, rectangular Clark Y-14 planform of AR = 3.5, $\alpha = 22.8^\circ$, $Re_c = 245,000$. (Photograph by Allen E. Winkelmann, University of Maryland.)

7.2 CFD Span-wise downwash effects

How does this relate to the performance of the ShopFoil on the HP configuration? Recall first that the vehicle in question has a rectangular planform; we should see a reduction in the effective angle of attack and smaller regions of separation associated with them concentrated near the tips of the wing in accordance with the downwash profiles in Figure 7-2. The sections closer inboard should see larger, more advanced stall regions associated with the larger geometric attack-angle.

By plotting velocity contours at sections along the span of the wing this effect should be visible. Contour plots are provided in Figure 7-4 for the SD6060 and SF25158_20 at a geometric angle of attack of 11.6°. The first pair of contour plots were taken at the root. From a qualitative standpoint they show smaller regions of separation and it is possible the body is influencing the flow here. If the remaining pairs of images are compared, as the wing tip is approached the progressive reduction in the magnitude of the separation region (dark blue) of both planforms becomes apparent.
Figure 7-4 Velocity magnitude contour plots of the SD6060 (left) and SF25158_20 (right) along the span for $\alpha = 11.6^\circ$ showing reduced separation near the tip. These plots begin with the inboard location (top) and proceed to the tip (bottom). [Note: a visual comparison of the wake profiles of these airfoils may be misleading due to image scaling.]
Additionally, further clarification of the spanwise separation behavior of the SF25158_20 is provided in Figure 7-5 which shows the steady reduction in the separated air flow as the tip is approached. This series of plots is complementary to the well-established effects of downwash and the stall progression flow visualization image in Figure 7-3, where the flow near the center of the wing is separated and the flow near the tips remains attached. Approximately one-third of the half-span appears to be under most of the downwash effects.

![Figure 7-5 Spanwise velocity magnitude contour for SF25158_20 at 11.6° (Reₐ = 120,000).](image)

It is now possible to present a potential reason the ShopFoil planform achieves such similar performance to the SD6060 in three-dimensional numerical tests and wind-tunnel tests discussed in Chapter 4. Recall that the two-dimensional lift coefficient plots in Figure 4-7 indicate that the ShopFoil sections dominate in lift generation at smaller angles of attack and that some sections, such as the SF25158_20, produce higher lift than the SD6060 up to about 12°. As was demonstrated in Figure 7-4, spanning the wing from the root to the tip, the cross-sections progressively see a reduction in the effective angle of attack. This places the wing near the tip in the region of the lift-curve slope and the lift-to-drag curve where the ShopFoils are more effective; thus gaining a performance advantage over the SD6060. An example of this effect is shown in Figure 7-6. The blue line represents the geometric angle of attack; the red line represents the effective angle of attack in the vicinity of the tip, while the transparent red section marks the transition across the span.
There may be more involved with the three-dimensional ShopFoil performance than simply the angle of attack reduction from downwash; the effective angle result stems directly from the simplified lifting-line theory and does not account for the real, three-dimensional effects of the “tip vortices” on the lift and induced drag [33]. In the actual situation of a finite wing, “tip vortices” result as soon as a pressure gradient is established between the upper and lower surface of the wing. Generally, because this pressure gradient occurs almost immediately, the vortices begin forming toward the leading-edge as opposed to the trailing edge. “The flow component from the lower side combines with the stream along the upper side of the wing tip, forming a tip vortex [33].” This process is illustrated in Figure 7-7.

Figure 7-7 Flow pattern of tip vortex from Hoerner [34].
During formation, the “tip vortex” wraps around the lateral edge of the wing. The extent to which the vortex establishes itself along the upper surface is dependent on the contouring of the tip and may influence the effective span. For examples of the vortex core location for varying tip shapes refer to Figure 7-8.

![Vortex core locations for various tip contours from Hoerner [34].](image)

Figure 7-8 Vortex core locations for various tip contours from Hoerner [34].

The presence of a “tip vortex” along the upper surface of the wing is not unusual, as can be seen from a streamline plot from the numerical simulations of the wing-body configuration in Figure 7-9. The vortex can be seen beginning near the leading edge and sitting over the trailing edge. As mentioned previously, the ‘tip vortex’ is generally understood to reduce the effective span of the wing; an unfavorable result. However, vortices are commonly used to produce favorable results on wings.

![Streamlines of 'tip vortex' and inboard flow at wing tip of an SF25158_20. 0° body angle. 9.5° incidence angle. Rectangular planform of AR 8. (Re=120,000).](image)

Figure 7-9 Streamlines of ‘tip vortex’ and inboard flow at wing tip of an SF25158_20. 0° body angle. 9.5° incidence angle. Rectangular planform of AR 8. (Re=120,000).
Vortex generators were first used for the purpose of boundary layer control by Bruynes and Taylor in 1947 [35][36]. Boundary layer control consists of altering the flow characteristics of the boundary layer by the injection or removal of fluid into or from the boundary layer [37]. A vortex generator achieves this by transporting energy into the boundary layer through helical mixing of the high momentum fluid particles of the ‘external’ stream. This effectively sweeps away the retarded air, increasing the momentum of the fluid particles near the surface, promoting pressure recovery and preventing separation [38][39].

Vortex generators can take many forms: vane-type generators (introduced by Bruynes and Taylor) which are essentially small plates set at an angle relative to the flow producing a single vortex; other examples include ramps, wing-type, etc. These are usually small pieces of sheet metal or other material attached to the wing surface. However, some vortex generators are comprised of the wing itself, using the available upper/lower-surface pressure gradient. Examples of these types are the leading-edge discontinuity and the leading-edge notch and are illustrated in Figure 7-10.

(a) Leading-edge discontinuity or “snag”.  
(b) Leading-edge notch.

Figure 7-10 Planform-based vortex generators from Pearcey [39].
7.4 *Downwash Conjecture*

To understand why a discussion of the tip vortex system is of interest in regards to the performance of *ShopFoil*, refer the spanwise plots of the velocity magnitude contours near the tip of the SF25158_20 in Figure 7-11 below. The region highlighted by the red box indicates inhibited boundary-layer growth and no separation through the trailing edge, represented here as a low velocity region (denoted by blue), which is inconsistent with the rest of the span. It can be seen to the right of this highlighted region that as the flow progresses toward the trailing edge the boundary-layer grows and separates.

Figure 7-11 Contours of velocity magnitudes at successive chordwise locations near tip of SF25158_20 at $\alpha = 11.6^\circ$. The images display spanwise slices from the mid-chord to the trailing edge.
The question arises whether this occurrence is simply the result of downwash reducing the effective angle of attack to a region which naturally maintains attachment, or whether this is the result of three-dimensional effects such as tip vortex interaction. In order to proceed with the discussion on the potential influence of the ‘tip vortex’ on the performance of the ShopFois, it is necessary to demonstrate to the extent the available evidence allows that downwash and its resulting ‘induced angle of attack’ cannot be the sole cause of the delayed separation at the wing-tips and thus the stall progression pattern of a rectangular wing. In order to justify this it is necessary to establish some means to differentiate between the flow contribution of downwash and that of the tip vortex. An assumption in the form of a conjecture will be made to establish a grounds upon which this can be achieved.

**Downwash Conjecture**

According to Prandtl’s Hypothesis, the lifting-line theory assumes each section of the wing acts as though it is an isolated two-dimensional section at angle of attack $\alpha_0 \ [40]$. As a direct result of Prandtl’s theory, downwash acts to influence the effective angle of attack of these isolated sections and does not account for any three-dimensional flow effects along a wing surface. For a finite rectangular planform, the vectorial contribution of downwash to the flow over a wing is limited to the components comprising a two-dimensional plane coincident with the wing cross-section. Ideally, the flow characteristics over a standard finite wing may be conceptually simplified to a consist of a superposition of two-dimensional contributions, three-dimensional pressure gradient effects, tip-vortex impingement on the wing surface, shed vorticity influence through downwash, and potential turbulent effects. In other words, the two dimensional data serves as a basis for the contribution that downwash has on the flow over the same cross-section on a three-dimensional wing. Any deviation from this basis is the result of one or more of the three-dimensional influences.

Therefore, it can be assumed that the flow characteristics observed for a given two-dimensional cross-section at some spanwise location of a three-dimensional wing at some $\alpha_{eff}$, which cannot be shown to exist for the same section and equivalent geometric angle of attack in a pure two-dimensional case cannot be solely an effect of downwash but must, in part, be the result of some three-dimensional effect, (e.g., spanwise flow, turbulence, tip vortex impingement, etc.).

This conjecture establishes the grounds by which to make this distinction through a comparison of per section (quasi two-dimensional) data from a finite wing with the actual two-dimensional results. Ideally, a quantitative comparison would be made; requiring the determination on a per section basis of $\Gamma(y)$, $w(y)$ and the resulting $\alpha_{eff}(y)$, $C_l$, and $C_d$; then directly comparing with the two-dimensional lift and drag data at $\alpha_{eff}(y)$. However, these comparisons will be qualitative and based on velocity contour plots via the downwash conjecture.
Velocity contour plots were made for representative cross-sections of the region highlighted in red from Figure 7-11 and qualitatively compared to the two-dimensional velocity contours. Determining the effective angle of attack at each wing section for a direct comparison to the equivalent two-dimensional angle of attack is not a trivial task and thus required an alternate approach; due to the difficulty in comparing against every angle of attack the process was simplified with some assumptions. First, it was assumed that at every section across the span the lift is greater than or equal to zero. This assumption eliminated the need to consider angles of attack with negative lift coefficient. Additionally, there was no need to consider all positive lift angles of attack as the least amount of separation takes place at the smallest lift coefficient; for the SF25158_20 this occurs at approximately -5°, however, this comparison utilized data from -4° and -6°. If it could be shown that the growth of the boundary layer at the lowest positive lift coefficient is larger than that of the section of interest on the wing then there is a three-dimensional effect preventing its growth and delaying separation, rather than an effect of downwash only. The velocity contour plots in Figure 7-12 were made for various sections within the region of interest and are in agreement with the spanwise plots of Figure 7-11 which indicate little to no boundary layer growth (indicated by the arrows) over the trailing-edge.

In comparing these sections with those in Figure 7-13 it is apparent that the boundary layer profiles for the -4°, -6°, and 0° angles of attack do not show the same profile. The -6° case maintains the smallest boundary layer thickness but there is still a consistent growth beginning at the angle just before the trailing edge. Similarly, the -4° shows a thickening layer but with a greater rate of growth. These two data points sit at either side of the zero lift angle of attack and thus show that we should not find a match for the contours in the vicinity of the tip at -5°. Further, every angle of attack beyond -4° produces increasing boundary layer thickness and eventually separation indicated by the contours at 0°.
It can be concluded from this qualitative analysis that there is no match for the trailing-edge profile characteristics of Figure 7-12 in the two-dimensional contours at any relevant angle of attack. Therefore, the possibility that downwash is the culprit behind the phenomenon at the tip has been ruled out and there must be some three-dimensional effect which is inhibiting boundary layer growth in this region and preventing separation.

### 7.5 Comparative Advantage

It has been concluded that some three-dimensional effect has a role in diminishing the growth of the boundary layer near the wing tip and thus preventing separation. The region in the vicinity of the tip was further investigated by producing spanwise plots of the x and z velocity components at four chord locations, which are provided in Figure 7-14. From these plots it appears that the spanwise flow typically associated with the upper surface of the wing due to the pressure gradient at the tip, that which moves inboard, plays no role in the prevention of boundary layer growth at the trailing edge; there is no indication of an inboard component near the tips. The data indicates a relatively large spanwise z-component of velocity in the outboard direction (i.e., positive values) is directly contacting the wing surface.
Figure 7-14 Velocity component contours at tip of SF25158_20 at 11.6° (Re_c = 120,000). Streamwise x-component (Left); Spanwise z-component (Right). (Velocity in m/s)

This is also confirmed by the cross-section contours of z-velocity near the tip as in Figure 7-15, showing the spanwise component impinging on the surface (colored grey) of the trailing edge (blue region is moving into the page and red is moving out).
Upon consideration of the location of the tip vortex and the plots of its velocity components, it seems likely that the vortex system is playing a role in the momentum exchange of the retarded flow in the boundary layer along the trailing edge; in effect acting as a vortex generator. If this is the case then it is possible that for some segment of the span near the tip that the vortex which would otherwise be a source of loss is inducing its own “energy recovery” to some extent by reducing the pressure drag associated with separation. It may be noted, however, that the tip vortex is present for all rectangular wings and thus this cannot benefit. To explain why this is possible the concept of “comparative advantage” is introduced.

Refer to the profile drag coefficient plot of Figure 7-16 (a). For some angle of attack, say 8°, numerical results indicate that the ShopFoil is producing approximately 70% more drag than the SD6060. By separating the viscous and pressure drag components from the total profile drag as shown in Figure 7-16 (b) it can be seen that the viscous component of drag is generally equivalent for both airfoils, while the major difference is the pressure drag component, that which is mostly owing to separation. The ShopFoil has almost twice the pressure drag of the SD6060. In the above scenario, where for some span near the wing tips, separation is prevented, the planform comprised of an airfoil of higher relative $C_1$ and higher relative pressure drag will gain an advantage in L/D because it has more to gain from the elimination of this drag component relative to its counterpart. Thus, over the extent of that portion of span (in this case approximately 10-15% of the half-span), an airfoil such as the ShopFoil may outperform the SD6060 relative to the two-dimensional data because it gains a comparative advantage under the influence of the tip vortex.
(a) Profile drag comparison.  
(b) Viscous and pressure drag components.

Figure 7-16 Profile, viscous, and pressure drag comparisons (Re_c = 120,000).
Chapter 8 Conclusion

8.1 ShopFoil and HP Requirements

Determining whether ShopFoil could meet the requirements of the HP platform was the fundamental goal of this research. To achieve this, numerical methods such as XFOIL and CFD were employed. Their lift results were consistent, indicating the superior performance of ShopFoil over the SD6060 at angles of attack below 11°. While lift to drag results for the two-dimensional case indicated that the ShopFoil maximum performance was less than the SD6060 and peaked at lower angles of attack, this difference vanished in the transition to three-dimensional simulations for the selected ShopFoils. These results were comparable to alternate wind tunnel tests for the same platform not directly related to the research addressed in this work.

Based upon the data collected from numerical simulations and with supporting evidence from experimental results it can be confidently stated that certain ShopFoil sections are capable of meeting the glide ratio requirements of 4.5:1 for the HP platform.

8.2 ShopFoil Performance

The three-dimensional CFD simulation results indicated that the performance of certain ShopFoils was nearly indistinguishable from that of the SD6060, while experimental results seemed to support these findings even confirming that one of the sections was capable of out-performing it. This outcome was surprising as it was in disagreement with the two-dimensional results predicting reasonable lift-to-drag, but at lower angle of attack. Additionally, these airfoils are crude approximations to the standard sections, lacking the contours associated with aerodynamic efficiency. That they may be able to achieve the same results as a cross-section specifically designed for these low Reynolds numbers is puzzling.

Reasoning that this effect may be due to some mechanism that the numerical models were incapable of capturing (e.g., a trip effect caused by the sudden changes in surface angles; or that similar to that of the dragonfly wing an effective shape is generated), an investigation proceeded in the wind tunnel through two-dimensional flow visualization.
Wind tunnel tests did not, however, reveal the presence of any such phenomenon or that the ShopFoils were able to delay detachment at angles of attack beyond that of the SD6060 through any means. While the ability of the ShopFoils to maintain attachment throughout the leading-edge and mid-chord is of interest, flow visualization provided no conclusive evidence as to how this was achieved and determination of such must be left to further research.

What testing did show was the difference between the nature of the separated flow in the real case and that predicted by the CFD turbulence model. These differences focused on separation progression. The turbulence model seemed to indicate separation at lower angles of attack. One possibility for this could be the difference in the nature of the shedding. It is difficult to make a definite determination but it is seems that the turbulence model is producing relatively large laminar eddies while the real flow is either generating turbulent shedding or smaller and higher-rate laminar eddies. However, these differences were consistent across the ShopFoil and SD6060 planforms and are likely not responsible for any relative differences between the two and three-dimensional results.

Having ruled-out any inherent and unique flow-control properties of the ShopFoil geometry and recalling that the shift in performance was associated with the transition to three-dimensional flow, a review of finite wing theory led to the consideration that downwash and the tip vortex system may be the source of this effect. As described in Chapter 7, the stream-wise shedding of the bound vortex along the span of a rectangular wing imparts a downward velocity resulting in a progressive reduction of the effective angle of attack from root to tip. The section of span in the vicinity of the tip is operating at a lower angle of attack where numerical evidence consistently shows the ShopFoils to dominate relative to the SD6060, particularly in regards to lift.

Additionally, for some segment of span near the tip which accounts for approximately 10% of the half-span, the influence of the tip vortex acts to prevent separation through momentum exchange of the external flow with that of the stagnated air in the boundary layer. Because the ShopFoils are prone to earlier separation and thus larger pressure drag than the SD6060 they gain a relative performance advantage or “comparative advantage” by exploiting the otherwise negative effects of the tip vortex.

In light of the current evidence, however counter-intuitive it may seem, these phenomena generally associated with adverse effects on wing performance are believed to act in cooperation to offset the differences between these airfoils; in effect, playing to the strengths of that which would otherwise be the lesser of the two.
8.3 Recommendations

The initial goal presented in this thesis focused on developing an airfoil cross-section which could achieve a particular glide ratio while reducing the complexity of the fabrication process. The result of this was manifested through a particular rule set for the ShopFoil, which was defined in Chapter 2.4. However, this is just one of many possible alternative geometric definitions which can be explored. It may be useful to consider designs with differing leading-edge radius, symmetric sections rather than a single flat-bottom surface, increased number of surfaces and angles, inverted or concave surfaces, etc. The ShopFoil was inherently an experimental design, and this should continue in an effort to understand the potential for faceted design.

The second aspect of this thesis sought to resolve the physical flow mechanisms, if any, which were responsible for the comparable performance of the ShopFoil with respect to the SD6060 through flow visualization experiments. In pursuance of this research, it would be advisable to collect two-dimensional lift and drag data to act in comparison to three-dimensional data. A similar method as was used in this paper to numerically isolate inherent two-dimensional characteristics from three-dimensional effects could be employed. This would help to determine whether these effects were resulting directly from the ShopFoil geometry. Additionally, flow visualization using smoke or particle image velocimetry (PIV) would possibly provide more detailed information regarding the presence of leading-edge bubbles and the nature of trailing-edge turbulence or separation. This could substantiate or rule-out their potential role in generating an effective airfoil shape. Further, more detail could be provided regarding the quality of the flow at the trailing edge.
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